**SWING MUSIC**

Let us swing to the music of the modern dance band,
It's the latest thing in dancing all over this here land.
Keep it smooth — just glide along, that's all you have to do,
Just sway right with that rhythm and you'll be "swingin'" too.

It sure has swept the country
They compose new songs and rewrite the old
Everything is "swing" now — that's what I am told.

The age of jazz died long ago,
Old fox trots have ceased,
The old smooth-flowing waltzes
With ragtime rest in peace.
So out of all the old styles,
Has come this newborn thing,
The dancing world has entered,
Into the age of "swing."

So come along and join us,
As we swing around the floor
Forget your worries and enjoy yourself,
Join in and applaud for more.

— Leonard Winn — '38